
Consultation Feedback
29th November 2016 –
Venue – St. Peter’s RC

School
Participant Question/Topic Raised ACC Response

St Peters Parent Council
Member (2 children at ST
Peters)

Neither options presented by
the Council are suitable to meet
the children’s needs- do not
wish to move to a second hand
building. Visited a shared
campus in Dundee with 2
schools in a shared space and
the RC School appeared to be
disadvantaged. Propose an
Option C- A new 3 stream St
Peters School with nursery on
the former St Machar school
site- to keep identity and
promote diversity- 98% parents
in favour of this option.

ECW- Happy to discuss option C

Riverbank Parent Council
member (2 x children at
R/Bank)

Promoted opposite opinion to
parent council option C.
Agreed shared campus at
Dundee was not as integrated
as it could have been. 95%
Parents in favour of option B to
address capacity issues.

RB- 98% Occupancy 2016 and
be over capacity 2017
SP- 130% Over capacity

St Peter’s Parent What is the overcapacity at
Riverbank?

There is already pressure.

St. Peter’s Parent Making the point that St.
Peter’s is already over capacity

Parent St Peters How can we trust the figures in
light of the old ST. Machar
school being demolished?

ECW- absolute faith in figures
from NHS birth rates;
population demographics;
migrations

St. Peter’s Parent Has ACC considered what
parents might choose –
Riverbank parents may choose
to remain on that site (once it
becomes Catholic) because
there are many Polish who are
mainly Catholic.

In his experience parents will
want to move to the new build.

Parent St Peters Has the Council checked how Parental choice; re emphasis on



many people in zone want an
RC education?

What will the Council do if
majority of parents want to
stay at St Peters or Riverbank?

Does the Council know the
actual figures who will want to
go to a particular school?

birth rates; populations and
migrations

Parent St Peters Does the Council know how
many people in Tillydrone are
RC?- has the Council done any
research?

ECW- To be looked at

Parent St Peters Has Council factored into
projection figures the amount
of people being turned away
from St Peters due to
overcapacity?

ECW- Council wishes to
increase capacity

Parent St Peters If St Peters moves to Riverbank
will that increase capacity?

ECW- ACC will look and review
data
How many people applied and
had to go elsewhere
Around 60 pupils from St Peters
area attend St Josephs

Parent St Peters Pupils travelling to Riverbank –
will be traffic chaos due to site
constraints- a lot of parents at
St Peters walk to school

Parent Council- 2 entrances

St Peter’s Parent The phrase “Best Value” means
it is about money.

Explained definition of best
value – providing the best
education and welfare for our
children in order to give them
the best chances in life.

Parent St Peters Is this meeting and contribution
just tokenistic

ECW- refuted that this exercise
was merely symbolic or
perfunctory and reiterated that
refurb or extension at St Peters
is not possible.

Parent St. Peters Has decided to send kids to
Riverbank school because of
poor condition of St. Peters

Parent St. Peters St. Peter’s kids have not been
well served by the council in
recent years. They deserve to
come first ahead of Riverbank.

St. Peter’s Parent St. Peter’s delivers a very high
quality education.



Parent St Peters Can Riverbank be extended?
Many parents feel RB is a
better school and that’s why
they choose to send their
children there- but if St Peters
had a new school many parents
would choose to send their
children there
St Peters is well over capacity
and needs a new school and
should come before RB as RB
has a new school

ECW- RB will be over capacity in
2017 and continue to 2022
where it will be 200% over
capacity

Parent St Peters St Peters is a great, amazing
school and do not want to
move or be disturbed

Teacher St Peters First taught at the school only
about a third of pupils were
different faith now it has
increased tenfold and with all
nationalities

St Peter’s Parent Option C would be very
attractive to many parents of
faith. Emphasised diversity

ACC is committed to diversity in
all schools.

Riverbank Parent Riverbank is now a very diverse
school. Is there any reason why
RC parents would not send
their kids to Riverbank?
Would a new 3 stream non-
denominational school on St.
Machar site be acceptable to all
parties?

St. Peter’s Parent Want a RC school, it needs to
be close to the community – no
car and have to walk to school.

General discussion Secular Religious education
compared to RC instruction

Clarified the provision of
religious education in non-
denominational schools vs RC
schools.

Parent St Peters Why were site constraints at St
Peters not mentioned in
consultation in May ?

Will ACC admit they made a
mistake in knocking down the
old St Machar School?

ECW- went through the
legalities of having a formal
consultation and that elected
members can and have over
turned decisions of the Council.

Parent St Peters Why not have this all online
and then people can choose
where to send their child and
apply online- ACC needs to

ECW- there is online placing
request system already
And researchers looking at the

online survey



Parent St Peters

change the online survey?-
online survey is biased- need to
be changed
Does ACC have all the
demographic detail to provide
statistical analysis?

Former ST Machar/Tillydrone
site has been allocated for SIP
Housing on ACC Website- has
this site been confirmed for
education?

NHS does not give out how
many registered RC Births

St Machar grounds allocated
for housing but the priority is
for education. ACC is fully
committed to diversity and
inclusion
10 years ago when St Machar
was closed the population was
very different and then the
population expanded rapidly to
its present level. St Machar
was a single stream school and
would not have coped with
expansion.

Parent Riverbank & Parent St
Peters

Riverbank Been through
amalgamations over past 8
years and trying to build 2
schools into 1 is very difficult as
Riverbank is very diverse and
there could be an “us +them”
issue with RC pupils going to
Riverbank and suggested
Tillydrone be split

How will the RC Integrity and
ethos be maintained as it will
not be a like for like merger?-
also distance to travel, no other
school in walking distance

ECW- legislation requires that
there has to be proposals

Parents St Peters St Peters Community has
number of people not from
Aberdeen and has a special
kind of international feel and
ethos in the school and feels
that proposal will
disenfranchise this ethos.

Two schools merging is this non
denominations? Or secular
religion? St Peters teaches RC
Focus on religion

ECW- Pupils can opt in/out for
RC religious ethos and St Peters
teaches all social and moral
characteristics of all faiths.



Parent St Peters Both communities want a 3
stream school for Riverbank
and St Peters- feels there is an
ethos that “foreigners are
getting a new school”

ECW- Council merely wishes to
find a solution to fit both needs
of each school

Parent St Peters Has cost of renovating ST
Peters been looked at?
What is the budget for this?
Why spend £100million on new
Council offices and £17million
on education?
Idea of costs for new school?

ECW- site not suitable for
building an extension on
£17million budget and ECW will
fight for more if this is required
New Stoney wood is £13million
and is 2 stream with nursery for
60 places
Will be dependent upon
agreement by elected members
and options
Usually one proposal is taken
forward after consultations and
previous pre consultation
showed st Machar park was not
supported by either community
and shared campus not
supported by St Peters.

Parent St Peters Is shared campus nursery non-
denominational?

ECW- all nursery is non-
denominational

Ross Grant – Elected Member ACC is taking all feedback
seriously and will take ion
board all comments and noted
that both schools have capacity
issues and close knit
communities and how hard
staff and parents work for each
school. Officers will take away
comments and all views will be
taken on board.

Feedback 30 November
2016 ( Venue - St.
Peter’s)

Participant Question/Topic Raised ACC Response
Parent- St Peters How does the capacity issues at

St Peters get addressed and at
Riverbank

ECW/AJ- 2 stream will provide
space for 430 pupils
Current St Peters was designed
for 198 capacity and is well
over capacity

Parent What does 2 stream mean?

How many pupils in class

ECW- 2 x P1
2X P2..ETC
ECW- went through class sizes-



groups? P1- 25
P2 to p3 – 30
P4 to p7 - 33

Parent- St Peters St Peters takes in 20 different
nurseries – will all parents in
areas be aware of this on the
website- as the website states
St Peters only takes in 3
nurseries

ECW- need to check this

Parent- St Peters P1 in St Peters but not Catholic-
value the ethos of the school
and attracted due to fact it is
Catholic school
Don’t assume the school only
appeals to Catholics.

ECW- parental choice and don’t
need to be a Catholic
ECW asked MT to discuss
identity and collaboration work
in shared campus in Dundee-
need to look how this would
work

Parent- St Peters Why not go with the 3 stream
school option suggested?
How many applications turned
down for P1 at St Peters?

ECW- to research into the trend
of how many people were
turned away each year at St
Peters due to lack of space.
ECW- to sit with Parent Council
to discuss further options.

Parent Not possible to expand
Riverbank?

ECW- no, no comments on
Riverbank being expanded

ECW- asked parent who went
to visit shared campus in
Dundee-overwhelming feeling
of depression; felt the Catholic
identity was lost; too many
partitions in place; no RC
iconography
Head Teacher comments-
would rather have 2 separate
schools but make it work as the
2 Heads want to make it work
and get on with each other- still
new model only 4 years old.
Didn’t speak to anyone on the
non-Catholic side.

Parents- St Peters Worried about shared campus-
prefer 3rd Option
Why can’t we have portacabin
on site?
Why can’t it be refurbished?
Feel ethnic background is being
discriminated against
Why build a school for
Riverbank?
Need new school in our own

ECW- any views put forward
will be recorded and analysed
and passed to elected members

ECW- refute race bias claim and
don’t care where children come
from and only care about giving
children a first class education.



area of St Peters
Why given 2 options with no
real reasons behind it- feel we
can’t do anything
We not born here so feel
disadvantaged
Feel ignored; Council doesn’t
care; feel there is a slant
against their race/ethnicity

Asked if University give Dunbar
Hall Site for free- and do you
know value and is tokenistic

Can we have a voice and be
recorded and a formal report

ECW- spoken with University
counterpart and land would not
be free

3 weeks before elected
members see reports the
parents can view all records of
conversations

Parent- Riverbank Stated that parents have no
racial bias against and no
animosity

Parent- St Peters Want to say at current St
Peters- put in portacabin

ACC doesn’t think of the future

ECW- this consultation is about
the future

ECW- the closure of St Machar
pre dates officers in the room
except 1 elected member. ECW
explained rise in birth rates n
population migrations over the
last 10 years compared to now.

Parent- Riverbank+ Parent at St
Peters

Riverbank campus is 98%
occupancy
Are ACC looking at capacity
now?
3 stream school is needed now
Some parents are sending
different siblings to 2 separate
schools due to capacity

ECW- are looking into capacity
issues

Parents R/Bank and St Peters Riverbank has strong sense of
community and has built this
up over last 8 years and
possibility of new school zone is
scary for parents.

Is like St Peters pitted against
Riverbank school

ECW- trying to deal with school
communities sensitively and try
to deal with the issues in best
way possible



St Peters 256 roll and over
capacity for ages and people
are being turned away- school
bulging at the seams
School does work really hard
but school not in good
condition for capacity of 198.
Feels like the minute Riverbank
gets overcapacity the Council
reacts but St Peters is left
hanging.
The RC Catchment area is huge
and parents cant fit their
children in..can get a child in
school but nursery elsewhere.
One of the only schools that
doesn’t have a nursery.

What is the P1 intake this year?
1 class goes out and 2 comes in
Want to know the school will
be here and doesn’t want to be
pitted against Riverbank.

Parent- St Peters How many people know 3
stream school at st Peters is an
option + naturally take a stream
from Riverbank to alleviate
pressure at R/Bank

Have post codes been
analysed?

ECW- Been looking at
postcodes and locations over
last couple of years

Parent Raised issue with not obtaining
placement at St Peters and not
being Catholic

Parent- St Peters Raised discussion about St
Peters ethos and spirit and
being friendly and that St
Peters has problems now and
Riverbank in the future.

Schools should be kept as
separate buildings

Parents- Riverbank/St Peters How will 3 stream school work ECW- asked previous teacher to



but asking for separate
schools?

Will work if you have a choice

speak about St Peters ethos in
the school- 2012- 61% Catholics
and 10 different faiths attended
at same time and 40 different
nationalities. Faiths were
understood not tolerated and
they were celebrated and St
Peters needs to return to this.

How are the points taken
forward and points calculated?

Can data be provided for rolls
over last 5 years ?

ECW- if 1000 replies want
Option A and 5 want Option B
then this will be recorded and
formalised and presented to
elected members for their
decision

Feedback 1st December
2016
(venue - Riverbank
school)
Riverbank PC member 3rd proposal being put forward

by St. Peter’s PC – where does
Riverbank fit into this – how
can this address the capacity
issue at Riverbank

ACC are consulting on two
options which are contained in
the Proposal document and
which have been outlined in
the presentation tonight. The
third option we are not
consulting on as it is a proposal
being put forward by the PC at
St. Peter’s RC school.

St. Peter’s community member We feel that the 3rd option will
ensure we have a rich and
diverse community going
forward not only for Catholics
but for all faith and non-faith
backgrounds.

Riverbank Parent Can my child still attend
Riverbank even if St. Peter’s
relocates to Riverbank school?
He is not a catholic.

Yes, all RC schools are open to
non-Catholics. However
priority is given to children who
have a baptismal certificate.

Riverbank Community member Has the RC church agreed to
these proposals? They have a
right to a RC school.

If the RC church disagree to the
proposals, the matter would be
referred to Scottish Ministers
for consideration.

St Peter’s Community member Clarification about non-
Catholics wanting to attend a
catholic school – there needs to
be space at the school, if not
priority will be given to catholic
children with a baptismal
certificate.

Yes, that is correct.

Riverbank Parent Concerns about distance of New site is very close proximity



where the new school will be
built i.e. Former St. Machar
School site

to Riverbank school.

Riverbank staff member Concerns about splitting up the
Tillydrone Community. If two
schools were to exist in
Tillydrone it could rip the
community apart. It has taken
8 years to build and unite the
community and therefore we
wouldn’t want a Shared
Campus. Riverbank is a very
strong, rights respecting school.
There is no vandalism or
fighting, great atmosphere and
is well supported both by the
pupils and parents. A Shared
Campus would be a backward
step for Tillydrone.

We will note your comments
regarding this option.

Riverbank parent What about the lack of
teachers at the moment, won’t
it be difficult to get more
teachers for the new school?

ACC is working on this to
ensure there is adequate staff
for all schools .

Riverbank PC member Essentially a Shared Campus
would mean 3 schools for
Tillydrone – this would be too
much.

Note your comments

Riverbank Parent What is the timeline for the
New School

If the Elected Members
approve to proceed with either
option, the design stage would
commence immediately. We
would look to have a contractor
appointed approximately May
2018. School to be ready for
2020.

St Peter’s Parent Thanked Officers for taking on
board their comments. Parents
of St Peters want the offer of a
new build. Why does Riverbank
want to move? Would it not be
more appealing to stay at
Riverbank and to look at
expansion options?

Response by Riverbank PC: -
Would love to stay if it was the
best option for the children to
continue to grow with the same
ethos at Riverbank but we
don’t think that is the best
option.

Cllr. Grant – Local Elected
Member

This is not about one school
getting more than the other.
Members will take and
seriously consider all the points
raised in the consultation. We
can’t put out the proposed
third option out for



consultation as Officers were
given a mandate at Council to
consult on two options. It is
not usual that we would be
consulting on two options,
normally it would be one. The
concerns from the parents of
St. Peter’s were taken on board
from the pre-consultation
regarding the proposal of a
Shared Campus and that is why
we have another option also.
Can’t guarantee what option
will go through.

Riverbank PC member There are concerns about the
3rd option put forward, should
we not be going back out to
consult on this also?

Cllr Noble –Local Elected
Member replied:

We are consulting on 2 options,
people can propose other
options (individually or as a
group). When the consultation
report is produced it will be
available to the public for 3
weeks in advance of it going
before the Elected Members.
There is the opportunity to
check and ensure all the
comments have been correctly
noted and interpreted. You can
appeal to Councillors before
the report goes to committee.
Officers will put forward
options or a preferred option
for Elected Members to
approve at committee.

Riverbank PC member We would like to see the notes
of all the previous meetings
held to ensure we are aware of
all the feedback to date.

We can organise to circulate
this information to the PC of
both schools.

Feedback 7th December
2016
(venue - St Peter’s
school)

Participant Question/Topic Raised ACC Response
Parent This parent is a data analyst

and asked about how we
calculate pupil rolls. She
queried the uncertainty of the
figures. She would also like

ECW - Roll forecasts are based
on housing data from the
planning system; the next is
birth rates and data from NHS
every year; placing requests are



data and figures to be provided. taken into consideration.
Those figures are tracked
through the figures which come
in.

Parent Asked for Dunbar Hall site slide
to be shown again. In his
opinion, there are 2 issues. The
increasing capacity of
Riverbank and pressing issues
at St Peters. His opinion is that
the consultation is heavily
based on finding a Riverbank
solution. He feels there is no
case for St Peters. He feels the
reasons for discounting Dunbar
Halls does not take St Peter’s
issues into consideration.
There are 2 issues with 1
solution. Also asked if the
Dunbar Halls site option was
completely ruled out.

It was explained that there is a
new school as an option for St
Peters… The site restrictions for
Dunbar Halls were explained
again (does not belong to ACC,
too small, irregular shape etc…)

Dunbar Halls option was ruled
out through options appraisal
for a number of reasons.

Parent This parent had concerns about
the distance from Seaton to a
site located in Tillydrone. She
asked why put another school
in Tillydrone – there is
Kittybrewster, Sunnybank,
Riverbank all in the Tillydrone
area. This parent lives in
Seaton and feels a school in
Tillydrone will be far away. She
feels she does not have choice
living in Seaton. She mentioned
capacity issues in Seaton
School.

ECW – asked this parent to
submit this query formally.

St Peter’s Community Member Told attendees that St Peter’s
PC has put through a third
option to have a 2 stream new
school for St Peter’s only on the
St Machar site.

Old Aberdeen Community
Council

Asked if we spoke to Angus
from the University about
purchase of Dunbar Halls.
Wonders if it has been properly
assessed – they asked the
University about being
approached and they said they
hadn’t… Asked if any meetings
with ACC and the University
were minuted? Questioning

ECW – confirmed yes and he
has spoken to Angus about this
since Summer… Euan said not
all discussions were minuted.
MT - said we completed a full
appraisal process and looked at
all sites – to see what was out
there, and whether they were
suitable. This process has been
followed. A site plan with



whether the process was
followed properly.

proper measurements of the
Dunbar Hall site has been
requested.

Parent Asked if is there an option 3
and if so, what’s our opinion? If
the consultation closes on
Friday then the how is there
time to discuss option 3?

Another question was asked
about how shared campuses
work in other areas.

ECW - said only 2 options form
the consultation but all
suggestions will have to be
explored and see if they can be
taken forward or not.

ECW – explained that in his
experience, shared campuses
work.

Parent – St Peter’s Heard about the campus layout
and said they don’t want this
type of school in Aberdeen.
They want a separate school
but not in Tillydrone – Seaton
area – why can’t we have this
choice? Website shows 2
options not a 3rd so what do we
do?

ECW - said the 3rd option has
been brought forward by the
PC – she needs to write in to
support this. Also explained
the 2 options and that any
other options/alternative
suggestions would be assessed.

Parent Asked why this has been dealt
with through 1 consultation
and not separately. She said
there are 2 separate issues and
none of the options are
satisfactory. She feels the
consultation focusses heavily
on addressing Tillydrone issues.

Another question about shared
campus – this relies heavily on
working together to make it
work.

ECW - we have huge pressures
around nursery and will make
sure we can increase capacity
of both schools. Both options
will address the capacity issues.

ECW - said in his experience,
there were no issues re shared
campuses.

Parent- St Peters Worried about how the shared
campus would work.

ECW – explained that in his
experience they can work well.

St. Peter’ Explained that it took Tillydrone
many years to ‘gel’ together
after the merger. Do we think
creating a shared campus
would do the same again?
Would this create tension? It is
a similar situation – there are 2
sets of pupils and throw in faith
as well… No matter what
option, St Peters will be in crisis
for another few years. Been
like this since 2011.

Talking about her experience,

ECW - said they would work
together as they see fit. They
can integrate through a period
of time before hand to help
ensure transition and work
together. He said we are here
now to find an option to
address the issues faced by St
Peter’s.



Irene said 60% of the roll were
RC and the school was a rich
environment for all religion sets
in it. She said we need to
integrate, not segregate.

Parent Asked about the elements
forming the figures – what
about the immigrants? Muslim
community prefers to go to a
RC school – the issue of
integration is even more
important.

ECW – explained the roll data
again and agreed.

Parent - St Peters Asked why Dunbar Halls can’t
have a building designed
around the site constrictions.

ECW - said we have already
answered this query.

Community Council Member Why were options for each
school not considered
separately – why a combined
solution? He said the cost may
be a driver but this is not the
ideal solution for the schools.
He thinks we haven’t costed up
the options properly before
deciding the options for
consultation.

ECW – asked for these views to
be submitted to us.

Parent- St Peters Why are we trying to address 2
problems with 1 solution?
There is tension already and
people and talking about the
whole process.

ECW - said we have already
answered.

Parent – St Peter’s Is there an option for building a
new school here?

ECW – confirmed that the
existing site is not suitable or
big enough to create the
learning experience we want to
provide for pupils.

Parent – St Peter’s Asked for in future
consultations if we could
present and show the ruling out
process of options to parents so
they can understand fully why.

ECW – took these comments on
board

Feedback 8th

December 2016
(venue - Riverbank
school)

Participant Question/Topic Raised ACC Response
School HT / DHT Question re nursery placing Yes
Parent If option C is taken forward,

would we be forced to go to
ECW – there would be a choice
to go to attend another school



another school if in the
catchment?

(placing request)

Parent Would it not make sense that
the bigger school is the non-
denomination school?

ECW - St Peter’s is available for
all – families only provide RC
certification due to existing
pressures.

Parent Is there a priority for faith
children? If both were full,
would pupils living in the zone
have to pass 2 schools to get to
one with capacity?

Parent St Peter’s turns away 60
applicants every year – do they
go to Riverbank?

ECW – No. All pupils with
certificates over the last 3 years
have not been refused at St
Peter’s.

Parent Option to solve overcapacity for
St Peters - ask them to go to
the under capacity RC schools
in the city. Feels Riverbank
don’t have an option or
choice…

Is there other option to have
somewhere more “middle
ground” in the city for them to
have a school?

ECW - Yes – they have other
options. Parents can place
placing requests should they
choose.

ECW – other options were
assessed – there were issues
with greenspace etc. so weren’t
taken forward. Happy to take
suggestions they may have.

St. Peter’s Community Member Mentioned about distance for
parents living in Seaton. They
don’t have an option to walk if
they don’t drive

Parent Is the pressure at Riverbank
down to incomers from
Europe? If that is the case, is
there a presumption that many
of these would prefer to
exercise a choice to go to St
Peters?

If they are unable to get into a
RC school the most likely place
is where there is no choice –
Riverbank.

ECW – There is a huge income
from all over – including the UK
– we want to give the best
options we can.

Both proposals provide answers
around pressures at each
school. Housing is taken in
consideration when rolls are
projected

Parent There are capacity issues at
Riverbank and they are not
going be resolved by making a
bigger faith school – doesn’t
agree with option C. There are
enough parents wanting their
children to come to Rivebrank
and are being turned away –

ECW – what we are clear on is
the forecast method is
consistent across the country.
What we look at is using the
same data and work out a % for
each area for RC schools.



same for both side. This is a
city wide issue and not just St
Peters. She believes specific
spaces in a faith school are
preferential treatment. (Irene
commented that both schools
are 2 separate issues which
have been lumped together)
Parent again – is there enough
to fill a 3 stream RC school?
Irene gave historic figures –
parent said if the projected roll
is wrong will we have a half
empty school?

Irene Queried historic roll
projections.

ECW – what we are clear on is
the forecast method is
consistent across the country.
What we look at is using the
same data and work out a % for
each area for RC schools.

Spoke about housing. These
are the best estimates we can
provide and year on year they
are not far out.

We can’t predict housing
developments.

Riverbank Teacher Mentioned and quoted from
the Feb Committee – why are
St Peter’s problems being
lumped with Riverbank
together - because there’s not
funding for both separately,

Not clear in the paper or
minuted properly – they have
been lumped together.

ECW – he was clear that it was
covering both schools.

Chair Riverbank Community
Council

Stated that they have already
been through school closures in
Tillydrone – there’s been no
nursery provision suitable for
the number of residents.
Donbank, St Macher PS and
Tillydrone PS – what has
changed in 50 years? Seen 2
schools demolished, this school
(Riverbank) expand in year in
and out and still took the
choice to demolish a school.

ECW – we do not disagree –
want to make sure there’s
enough space for children at
Riverbank and St Peters and
solve both issues through this
consultation.

ECW – rationalise and solve the
problem and take this forward.



We need to have a provision
which provides from nursery
right through, for those in the
area. How are we going to
address the issue? It is time
that this changed and
addressed the pressures in the
zone. Need a clear vision to
facilitate capacities for the
children in the area?

Asked what the councillors do
to make a decision?

HT Option C – would the 200 place
nursery be non-
denominational? Would this be
Tillydrone residents who have
priority?

ECW – yes.

Parent Option B – St Peter’s into
Riverbank – is it big enough?

Yes – it is big enough

Parent Why is there an option C? If
Riverbank is big enough why
this option? (Irene said they
dispute the figures and be in
the same position for St Peters
since 2011. We do not want to
be restricted just RC – it is
welcoming to all.) Parent said
Riverbank is a rights respecting
school.

Parent She read through RC education
and relates back to God – if we
didn’t choose that for our child
then there’s no option –
therefore option C not good.
Option 1 – why only a single
stream for Riverbank?

ECW - Would address capacity
issues.

Parent Option 1 is dividing the
community – they work well
together now and they are
being segregated and there will
be friction now.

Parent Have we looked a crime rate
data? Now we have a
community there is less crime
because we are one community
– when it is split, it will divide
the community again.

Community Council St Josephs – is it not big enough
to take St Peters as a whole?

ECW – no.



Parent Future rolls in the city – will
there be shared campus
options elsewhere? She feels it
simply wouldn’t work in
Tillydrone.

ECW – Shared campuses do
work and gave his experience.

Parent / Community Council There are fears over being
overrun by traffic in Tillydrone
area.

Parent / Community Council The prediction of growth has
not been good in the past – the
future is very narrowly based
and is not shared by people in
the community who see
something different.

The nature of the incomers are
swelling the figures.

ECW - With the info we have
these are the best future we
can provide

Parent Parents wanted to know the
projections for Holy Family and
St Joseph’s.

ECW – will get figures to them.

Community Council Asked for location of pupils
attending St Peters.

MT - gave figures.

Parent Is there not a possibility of a
combined campus in Seaton?

ECW - Put this forward to us for
consideration.

Parents Option 1 would need more
money as Riverbank would
need more money spent on it
for refurbishment of the
existing building.

ECW – yes, more money would
be needed.

Riverbank Teacher Option 3 – do we need to go
out to consultation again to
consider this?

EWC - No – the engagement
process is only on the 2 options
but comments brought forward
are assessed.

Parent There is a poor turnout in the
area for the consultation – this
is because residents believe
that Elected Members will do
what they want anyway.
Parent wanted this noted.

ECW – explained the 2 acts and
parents views are very
important.


